LOGISTICS SERVICES
KEEPING YOUR PRODUCTS MOVING
THROUGHOUT NORTH AMERICA
Getting your product or materials from Point A to Point B is
usually only a part of the transportation strategy. Additional
storage, handling and warehousing are often part of the
overall equation.
At IDI, we offer you supply chain solutions that make the
best use of your transportation and distribution budget.
We’ve developed transportation programs as custom
as delivering conveyor systems to the side of a remote
mountain, created unique warehousing logistics solutions
to meet demanding requirements and coordinated and
consolidated shipments to boost customer profitability.
All of this is possible because we give you a single point
of contact who takes the time to evaluate your needs and
create a custom logistics plan. Your contact then leads a
multidisciplinary team at IDI which analyzes every aspect
of your project and distribution logistics. And as a team of
creative problem solvers not constrained by a one-size-fitsall approach to shipping, we’re able to develop solutions
to maximize your efficiency and increase your ability to
service your customers, regardless of your needs.

Our logistics services
include:
• Warehouse logistics
• Freight logistics
• Project transportation
• Freight consolidation
• Transportation mode
determination

LOGISTICS TEAM
Natural problem solvers might be one way to describe the
team we’ve put together to help you with your logistics.
Creating a schedule to seamlessly move products and
materials from arrival to storage to distribution is no easy
task. But when you work with IDI, this team of professionals
sure makes it feel that way.

OTHER SERVICES

Intermodal

Highway

Trucking

If you need to move shipments
by rail, our experience and
relationships in intermodal
services will provide you with
some of the best rail rates
available, along with some
of the best service you’ve
ever experienced.

With our experience
transporting standard and
specialized freight combined
with our expedited freight
service, we’re able to ensure
on-time delivery day in and
day out across the continental
United States, as well as to and
from Canada and Mexico.

Our team of experienced
drivers provides local and
regional cartage shipping and
container drayage services
from our warehouse and crossdock in Portland, Oregon.
We handle everything from
standard shipments to
challenging loads.
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